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The Mainstream Professionals’ Dilemma 
 Although “mainstream” medicine continues to 
turn a blind eye to the presence of autism treatments and 
therapies that are showing results in autism, in the spirit 
of practicing “good science” this article seeks to present 
the SCIENCE behind HOW these therapies “work” and 
WHY they seem to work only in some cases of autism and 
not in All the cases on the ASD/Autism Spectrum.Today 
we stand at the threshold of a new revolution in science 
where the “common man” is not only a participant but also 
the harbinger, the “discoverer” and also the “inventor” of 
SOLUTIONS for problems, issues and challenges that 
especially mainstream “Professionals” with their degrees 
and qualifications are unable to understand or accept, 
much less apply and demonstrate the results themselves. 
Nevertheless, these discoveries and solutions cannot be 
“conveniently” ignored - thanks to the power of Social 
Media and the arrival of the E-Patient and Self-Empowered 
human beings who are NOT willing to “settle” for what the 
“qualified professionals “ tell them and who are inspired to 
explore , find and APPLY Solutions that “work” for them.
 Nowhere is this more evident than in the field 
of Autism / ASD and Autism Treatments and Therapies. 
Professionals working in the field are now standing and 
staring at the possibilities for  Autism “CURE” and in 
order for mainstream medical professionals  to step over 
and embrace the “autism cure” (although reluctantly in 
most cases), it is MANDATORY for them to learn to think 
outside the box and start APPLYING “Good Science” 
in the Investigation and Understanding of these “autism 
treatments and therapies” instead of holding on to outdated 
“scientific  DOGMAS “ that are degrading their credibility 
and are regressive in nature as far as the Evolution and 
Advancement of “science” is concerned ( Refer to 
Dr.Rupert Sheldrake’s path-breaking book : Science Set 
Free). Not only that, medical professionals embarking on 
this “investigative” journey need to EQUIP themselves 
with the latest cutting-edge Tools that they themselves 

absolutely need to learn and know HOW to Use for the 
investigative purpose itself. Because, many of these Tools 
and Techniques are NOT taught in Medical Colleges/
Schools. Therefore, the doctors/professionals will first need 
to UPDATE themselves through their own Independent 
Efforts and on an Individual Level before they can even 
pick up the courage to embark on this “unconventional’ 
path to Autism “Cure”. Not to mention that the coexisting 
“cognitive dissonance” among professionals in most cases 
does not serve either the professionals or the patients/
people with the challenging issues or condition. [1] It is 
therefore high time that the “mainstream professionals” 
connected in some way, shape to the topic of autism 
become AWARE of the SCIENCE behind the Autism 
treatments and therapies that “work” (Refer to this article 
to understand the latest in Autism Cure and the relevant 
science better [2].

Definition of Autism “Cure” 
 What I mean by Autism Cure and or Autism and 
Therapies that “WORK” in the context of this article is as 
follows - Any mode of intervention or treatment that shows 
the RESULTS of the actual disappearance of the limiting 
symptoms of autism in the person in whom it is applied/
administered, with no recurrence of those symptoms after 
stopping the intervention/treatment.
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The Vital “Ingredients” and the “Mindset” 
 The following aspects/attitudes are invariably 
common to the people / families who benefit from such 
autism treatments and therapies as they ACT as mentioned 
below:

1) Ignore and Completely Disregard the Prognosis of the 
condition as described by the medical and other “qualified 
professionals” who give the diagnosis of ASD / Autism 
for the child. In other words, they do NOT “buy” into the 
“prognosis” of autism as is usually proclaimed by most 
medical professionals as “There is no cure for autism and 
it is lifelong developmental disorder”.

2) Being Open-Minded to Solutions in Autism 

3) Independent Exploration and Investigation of therapies 
that are “out there” that have shown some results of autism 
“cure” regardless  of whether the “medical professionals “ 
understand these or not .

4) Willingness to actually trytoapply one or more of these 
therapies and treatments that they feel attracted to and feel 
inspired to try or apply.

The Science behind Autism therapies that 
“WORK”
 ENERGY and Shift in ENERGY frequencies 
.THIS is what is COMMON to ALL the autism therapies 
that have shown results in the form of Autism “Cure”.
 Regardless of whether it is stem cell therapy or 
the son-rise program or movement therapy or biomedical 
therapies or homeopathy and so on, in ALL these cases 
the FUNDAMENTAL aspect that brings about the 
disappearance of the Autism symptoms is Energy Shift at 
the cellular level. Whether the people who are applying 
and/or practicing these are THEMSELVES even aware of 
this or not! It does not really matter WHAT the “mode” 
or method of therapy is - whether something is ingested 
/ intake of tablets or even surgery or any behaviour 
modification and so on. At the basic level the EFFECT 
of the “cure/ healing” is brought about by the Shift in the 
ENERGIES in BOTH - The Therapist AND the child/
person with Autism.
This FACT and fundamental truth can be understood by 
understanding the Physics of Healing.
 What is everything made up of? Quantum physics 
has discovered that at the basic level of existence everything 

is made up of ENERGY and Vibrational Frequencies. Not 
only that , everything that all of us  are INTERPRETING 
“ physically and scientifically “ through our five senses 
(or more) meaning , what we are Seeing and Smelling 
and Hearing and Tasting and Touching AND  using as our 
Tools and Organs of Investigation too are all nothing but 
INTERPRETATIONS of different Vibrational Frequencies 
of  Energy and ENERGY Patterns ! 
 However, the interesting thing is that This 
Fundamental SCIENCE of Sensing and Interpreting and 
Understanding Energy is NOT Taught in Medical Schools. 
Even to this day. Therefore, mainstream professionals are 
at a Disadvantage and they come out of medical training 
with NO Clue or Idea as to what Energy is all about! In 
addition, the IRONY is that the Entire Human Body that 
these medical professionals are trained to “treat” and 
“cure” is a Pulsing, Dynamic, Vital, Alive, and Breathing 
ENERGY Body of ever-changing ENERGY Fields!

The Two COMPONENTS of the Science behind 
Autism Therapies that Work 
These are:

1) The State of BEING, or in other words the ENERGY 
Field and Frequencies of Energies radiated by the 
“Therapist” 

2) The SHIFT in Energies Accomplished by the “mode” of 
therapy.In addition,here, #1 is INDISPENSABLE for #2 
to happen or unfold. 

 In other words, the actual autism “therapy” is 
Secondary or sometimes even Irrelevant. It is the Energy 
State of being of the Therapist or the person administering 
the therapy that matters most. Herein lies the answer to the 
question as to WHY all autism ‘therapies’ work in some 
but not in all cases of autism. This is the KEY - The Energy 
state of being of the THERAPIST.Why?

The Scientific Evidence 
 Here again the science behind this phenomenon 
is Quantum Physics and Neuroscience. At the level of 
Energy = Quantum level, everything is CONNECTED 
to everything else and therefore a shift in one affects and 
brings about a shift in another. In practical terms and in 
the context of this article what this means is that IF the 
Energies of the “Therapist “are in the higher (healing) 
frequencies while he/she is energetically interacting with 
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the autistic child(regardless of the Mode of therapy being 
administered), the better the RESULTS seen in the autistic 
person as improvements in the limiting symptoms of 
autism in that child.
 The other basic science behind the importance of 
the energy state of being of the “therapist“ is–Neuroscience 
which has discovered and proven that a NETWORK of 
“field” connects the neurons of people in an environment, 
beyond the limitations of the skull. Any shift in the neuronal 
signal in one person’s brain can easily affect the others 
in that environment. Refer to this link here to understand 
these discoveries in more detail [3].
 The third and the most important and Indispensable 
CATALYST that Fuels  and sets this Scientific Engine in 
motion in order for one to SEE the actual RESULTS of 
healing in the autistic child in the form of Disappearance 
of the limiting symptoms of autism is - INTENT and 
INTENTION . (Refer to the article here to understand the 
application of Intent, Intention and Intent Healing (™) in 
Autism [4].Last but not the least, the cutting edge sciences 
that COMBINES All of these is Applied Energy Medicine 
and Applied Intentional Epigenetics in the form of Intent 
Healing (tm) [5]. Among ALL the autism therapies that are 
“out there” that work and are showing results in autism, 
this is the one that operates DIRECTLY at the level of 
the scientific basis of ALL healing, which is Energy and 
Energy Shifts. 

Conclusion
 The people, families and children dealing with 
autism are ALREADY Applying and benefiting from 
autism therapies based on Applied Energy Medicine 
and Applied Intentional Epigenetics. The question is - 
WHEN are mainstream medical professionals and other 
professionals who work in the field of ASD/Autism /
Special Education/Speech Therapy and other modalities  
going to WAKE -UP and Gracefully ( albeit unwillingly) 
EMBRACE this Ground Reality ?  
 Because the REALITY is This - With or Without 
the medical and other “qualified” professionals Consent 
or Approval, more and more people are applying and 
benefiting from these “autism therapies that are out there 
that work” . Why not follow the path of “Good Science” 
and Update oneself on the SCIENCE behind these autism 
therapies that “Work”?
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